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Intuitive Concepts’ Feng Shui Master Diana Garber Is Featured in The Columbus Dispatch’s
Business Section for Commercial Construction and Renovation
SUNBURY, OH, (December 14, 2012) Steve Wartenberg, business reporter for The Columbus
Dispatch, met with and interviewed Feng Shui Master Diana Garber at the ground-breaking ceremony
for the Tansky Toyota new showroom and service-area expansion earlier this year. Although the
article was about the Tansky building, Mr. Wartenberg, was also interested in Garber’s Feng Shui
input and how it affected the construction process.
Subsequently, several of her other projects inspired him to feature an article on Feng Shui and
offices. Wartenberg learned that when Garber is contacted for a Feng Shui consultation, she
approaches the project with several deliverables in mind. As part of the master-planning process, she
is delighted when engaged for a new-build project prior to an architect’s plan being drawn. This
affords a more efficient process, saves the client money, and ultimately reduces risks to maximize
results.
Such was the case with the newly completed Border Energy building in Powell, Ohio (the first Feng
Shui constructed office building in the U.S.). Garber influenced the shape of the building, where it is
located on the lot, entrance, and many other factors. Garber states that as “people enter Border
Energy, they bring good money energy with them.” Steve Casciani, President of Border Energy
concurs, “I see this as an investment that yields returns.”
Wartenberg discovered that although working on a new-build project is the ideal scenario, most of
Garber’s clients hire her when they are ready to renovate, or when they are deep rooted in a building
and desire an update resulting in improved performance. “It’s a win/win situation,” Garber says, “so
many people think Feng Shui is merely decorating or furniture placement, when in fact authentic Feng
Shui is so much more.” A few other recent renovation projects that embrace Garber’s Feng Shui
transformation include Castle Hills Family Practice in San Antonio, TX; and Columbus-based Tansky
Toyota’s preowned auto building, BeYoga Wellness Studio, and The Breathing Association.
President of the Breathing Association, Dr. Marie E. Collart, PhD, was elated when Garber offered to
conduct an analysis on the headquarters. Collart realizes that, ‘like our bodies, buildings age and
need certain things in terms of positive energy,” therefore she welcomed any assistance that would
benefit her non-profit foundation. As soon as Master Garber offered her initial Feng Shui
recommendations, Dr. Collart began implementing the suggestions. Immediately staff noticed a
positive shift.
To read The Columbus Dispatch article in its entirety, visit this link. For more information about
Garber’s Feng Shui consultations, visit this link.
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